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Abstract 

 This work sets about understanding and modelling differences in look and feel 

between tertiary Abstract Algebra texts. We present a ̀ proof-of-concept’ stage model 

of this difference, in terms of a concept that we call the `terrain’ of a text. Our model 

is influenced by our conceptual framework, which brings together `Reader Oriented 

Theory’, and `Content Analysis’. We define `terrain’ to be the proportion and 

arrangement of functionality within a text.  The particular functionality that we 

explore in this article relates to four categories: `Facts’, ̀ Explanation’, `Notation’ and 

`Sign posting’. In particular, the modelling of the type and frequency of `Facts’ in 

Abstract Algebra techniques appears to be novel; whereas `Explanation’ has been 

considered in previous literature at least in the particular instance of proof. Utilising 

an acronym for the four categories, we call the resulting model the `FENS’ model of 

Terrain.  The FENS model has several different instantiations, each associated with 

a different type of theoretical reader, defined by a collection of reading 

characteristics. The differences depend on the kinds of Facts, Explanations etc. that 

different readers are likely to be sensitive to in their reading.  For instance a reader 

who is interested only in technical mathematical facts will `see’ a different book to 

one who is interested in big-picture ideas and historical origins. Our model indicates 

two results of interest: (i) different books have very different FENS even for the same 

reader, and (ii) different readers are likely to experience very different FENS for the 

same book. 

Keywords: Textbook, Abstract Algebra, Reader Oriented Theory, and Content 

Analysis.  

1. Introduction  

This work begins with the premise that tertiary Abstract Algebra books are diverse, 

and diverse in complex ways that are both significant and under-researched in 

undergraduate teaching and learning.   At first glance the sheer numerosity of ways 

in which textbooks vary is almost overwhelming: presentation, the tone established 

by vocabulary and style of writing, content coverage, degree of formalism, terseness 

or verbosity, pedagogical conventions employed, etc.  In this paper we focus upon 
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the diversity within the writing itself as embodied in the words, sentences and 

paragraphs. Prior to this work there are no existing scholarly models of the diversity  

of tertiary mathematics textbooks, and the models of textbooks that exist at 

secondary level focus  

on characterizing a single notion of a `good book’, rather than on describing the 

richness of this space in which diverse books serve diverse purposes.   

In order to bring insight and organisation to the many possible notions of diversity, 

we introduce a conceptualisation of diversity of texts that we call the `terrain of the 

text’. The word `terrain’ is intended to have the connotation that it is something that 

the reader traverses.   We define `terrain’ to be the proportion and arrangement of 

functionality within a text. For instance, certain textual vignettes in a textbook have 

the function of providing factual information – a mathematical definition would be 

a canonical example thereof.  As another example, certain textual vignettes in a 

textbook have the function of providing explanation, for instance in the form of 

analogies, examples, or proofs.  It is noteworthy that some of these forms of 

explanation will be more accessible to some readers than others. 

Our conceptual framework is built out of a marriage of `Content Analysis’ and 

`Reader Oriented Theory’. The former structures our methodology and provides 

some underlying philosophy, the latter is also a philosophical framework as well 

providing language and lens with which to focus and clarify our attention for 

significant components of the work.   These two frameworks have been fruitfully 

used together in the past.  It is to be noted, however, that they are at tension with 

each other, in the sense that Content Analysis is strongly associated with objectivity, 

and Reader Oriented Theory is strongly associated with subjectivity.  The tension 

creates methodological challenges, but these are surmountable, and we claim that 

the results reveal a richness that would otherwise be inaccessible. 

2. Literature Review 
Scholarly interest in textbooks and their significance for teaching and learning 

remains unabated despite, and to some extent because of, the introduction of 

electronic texts to the genre (Singer and Alexander, 2017).  The particular 

significance of textbooks in mathematics is multiply acknowledged, for instance 

Mesa & Griffiths (2012, p. 85) wrote, “Textbooks appear to be a predominant feature 

in the teaching of tertiary mathematics …”.  Whilst abstract algebra textbooks in 

particular are under-studied – a rare exception is Capaldi (2012) – there is an 

extensive and relevant literature on the challenges of teaching in this area, which is 

primarily focused on two aspects: conceptual understanding, e.g. Fukawa-Connelly, 

Johnson, & Keller (2016) and proof-construction, e.g. Wheeler and Champion 

(2013). The analysis of mathematics textbooks in general is a substantive and 

growing research field; see for instance the reviews of Fan, Zhu & Miao, (2013) and 

Biza, Giraldo, Hochmuth,  Khakbaz, & Rasmussen, (2016).  

`Content analysis’ is defined by Krippendorf (1989, p. 403), as “a research technique 

for making replicable and valid inferences from data to their context”.  Content 

analysis as applied to texts typically involves looks at texts and assigning codes to 

textual features, which are then counted.  For instance, Stacey & Vincent (2009) 

applied a form of content analysis to analyse the types of proofs found in high school 
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mathematics textbooks.  Stemler (2001) provides a practical overview of the use of 

content analysis, including a description of `emergent’ versus `a priori’ coding, and  

 

 

 

processes for defining codes and checking reliability.  An example of an emergent 

method is  `Grounded Theory (GT)’, as described in Charmaz (2008).  

`Reader oriented theory’ (Rosenblatt, 1938) explains that different readers can 

obtain different meanings, and indeed different levels of meaningfulness, from the 

same text: that meaning is generated not by the text in isolation but by an interaction 

between reader and text. Broad (changeable, contingent) differences between 

readers can be characterised.  For instance within Reader Oriented Theory, a `text-

centred reader’ “is not dealing with the content generatively (i.e., he is not trying to 

construct knowledge) but is scanning for particular words, symbols, and examples” 

(Sidokhine, 2013, p. 9) whereas a `reader-centred reader’ is a `meaning maker’ who 

tries to construct knowledge as they read. Weinberg & Weisner (2011) applied 

Reader Oriented Theory to tertiary mathematics (calculus), and Capaldi (2012) 

applied it to abstract algebra. 

Weinberg & Weisner (2011) use Reader Oriented Theory in a mathematical context, 

and in doing so they define: 

the implied reader to be the embodiment of the behaviors, codes, and competencies 

that are required for an empirical reader to respond to the text in a way that is both 

meaningful and accurate. … This collection of attributes is determined by the text 

itself (as opposed to the intentions of the author) and is identified by expert readers 

as they reflectively examine the text. Expert readers may identify different attributes 

of the implied reader in each successive reading. (p. 52) 

Weinberg and Weisner (2011, p. 53-55) go on to describe what they mean by 

`behaviours’, `codes’ and `competencies’.  `Behaviours’ refer to the kinds of actions 

that textbooks may implicitly or explicitly call for their readers to do, such as to 

perform a particular calculation or recall and build upon a previously introduced 

piece of knowledge.  `Codes’ refer to “systems of signification”, potentially 

including an understanding of linguistic or symbolic conventions, which assist in 

finding meaning in the text. `Competencies’ refer to skills and attributes needed 

either to understand the text or to carry out the behaviours called for by the text.   

 “A model is a simplified picture of a part of the real world”, as described by Lave 

and March (1993, p. 3).  Different models of the same thing capture different 

features; there are potentially infinitely many different valid models of a given 

phenomena.  Lave and March (1993, p. 3) illustrate this point by describing multiple 

different models of a train which are useful for different purposes, such as a scale 

model toy train which is useful for predicting appearance and movement and a 

performance model linking tonnage hauled with fuel consumption.   

The process of modelling is summarized in Lave & March (1993, p. 19) in terms of 

four steps: (i) make observations, (ii) speculate underlying causes and explicate 

these as a model, (iii) deduce new hypotheses from the model, and (iv) test these 

against reality. This description of process indicates why a model or theory “does 

not have to be right to be useful”, as claimed by Grow (1991, p. 127); since even 
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incorrect theories can generate hypotheses, the testing of which can generate further 

insight. 

 

 

The two main research questions addressed in this paper are: 

1. Can educationally significant differences in look and feel between different 

Abstract Algebra texts be modelled? 

2. Does such a model survive initial challenge with data? 

3. Methodology 

Our methodology (following Lave & March (1993, p. 19) begins with observation: 

Abstract Algebra textbooks look and feel different, often very different. 

According to our research questions, it is the main work of this paper to carry out 

Lave & March’s (1993, p. 19) step (ii): to speculate causes and explicit these as a model.  

Hence we conceptualise a possible cause, and seek to model it.  Figure 1 describes this 

process of conceptualisation and model building.  

 

 

 
Figure 1: Conceptualisation and model-building flow diagram 

 
Model-building is an iterative process, as shown in the flow diagram in Figure 1.   It 

is expected to make many loops through the process, successively refining models, 

and sometimes adapting modelling intentions according to feasibility and emerging 

interest. 

We next describe the details of the process. 
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3.1 Deciding Intentions 

1) Step 1 is to decide intentions. 

a) This starts with observation.  Since we want to capture the diversity of Abstract 

Algebra texts, we looked at a wide variety of texts. We looked for books that are: 

used in various nations; pure, applied or computational; electronic or physical, and 

classic or `alternative’.  In framing this work we have looked at many abstract 

algebra texts – in this paper focus upon four texts that give good variety within this 

example space.  These are Burton (1965) which is a classic used in Iraq and 

Australia, Axler (1997) which strenuously avoids computation, Maurya (2017) 

which focuses upon using linear algebra to do computation relating to physical 

applications in chemistry, and Carter (2009) which is `alterative’ in pedagogy and 

introduces the entirety of group theory example using the Rubik’s cube. All these 

books look and feel quite different. 

b) Next, decisions must be made what to capture. Our initial intention was to capture 

aspects of the text including the category `explanation’, and various subcategories 

thereof.  This choice was inspired by previous work by Stacey and Vincent (2009), 

who studied types of proofs in secondary school mathematics texts. In our 

perspective, we think of proof as a type of explanation, explaining why a result is 

known to be true. Our initial intention, which was retained and extended throughout 

the modelling, was to look for and at subcategories of explanation, as well as for 

other textual categories in comparison with explanation. 

 

Thus we set out to conceptualise and model the arrangements and amounts of text, 

by function, within Abstract Algebra textbooks.  To this end we eventually came to: 

 

 

Definition: Terrain is the proportion and arrangement of 

functionality within a text. 

 

3.2 Building model(s) 
2) Step 2 is to make or refine models.   Starting with the category of explanation from 

Step 1, and proceeding in an emergent manner, we looked at different categories of 

explanation that we found in the texts.  This led us both to a collection of 

subcategories of explanation, and to consider what it is that is being explained; this 

latter being various categories of Facts.  Again, proceeding emergently, we found 

various subcategories of Facts, such as Definitions, Theorems, statements that 

particular mathematical objects exemplify Definitions and Theorems; as well as 

other instances such as `big-picture’ facts relating to mathematical culture and 

methodology more broadly.  (Other possible categories exist that are not focus upon 

in this paper, for instance the `Behaviours’ of Reader Oriented Theory. These may 

be the subject of future work.)  The categories of interest, Facts and Explanation, 

seem particularly pertinent to Abstract Algebra since much of the general literature 
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on the teaching and learning of Abstract Algebra focuses upon two related 

achievements desired of learners in this area: conceptual understanding (Fukawa-

Connelly et al, 2016) and capacity to write proofs (Wheeler and Champion,  2013).   

 

 

A third category arose emergently from the need to find Facts and Explanation in  

the text: we found that mathematics texts are Sign-posted by special words such as 

`Definition’, `Theorem’ and `Proof’, each of which cue the type of text that is to 

follow. The fourth category considered in this paper is Notation: its birth was partly 

theoretical and partly empirical.  Reader Oriented Theory tells us that textbooks have 

`codes’, and we concluded that one type of such codes is `notation’.  However, 

`notation’ also made its presence felt by the practical difficulties of analysing and 

counting mathematical symbolism.  Taking all these four together, we have an initial 

`FENS’ model: comprising the proportion of text dedicated to each of `Facts’, 

`Explanation’, `Notation’ and `Sign-posting’.   

 

3) Step 3 is to get data.  Here we had to make some more choices.  Having started 

with a selection of books chosen in Step 1, we then chose to use `Content Analysis’ 

to code the second chapter of each of the books of interest.  We choose the second 

chapter because in many mathematics books the style of the first chapter is not 

typical of the book, whereas the second is.  We chose to utilise the tool, `Excel’ to 

record our coding.  Although Excel is not a specialist tool, it can be programmed to 

do whatever we need, and is widely available, which is important given the potential 

for multiple coders.  We chose to record codes at the level of sentences for 

convenience, but to do so in view of the role of those sentences in sematic `chunks’ 

of meaning, such as for instance `proofs’ and `exercises’. We chose to weight the 

code of each sentence by the number of words in it, to facilitate expected counts of 

use of mathematical symbols. 

 

3.3 Challenging the model with data 

 

4) Step 4 is to challenge models with data.  In challenging the FENS model, we 

needed clear characterisations of each of the categories.  It rapidly became clear that 

these categories had substantial overlap.  For instance, experience coding showed that 

many facts are explained by restatements of those facts in different  

words.  Thus the explanation is itself is, in this instance, a statement of fact.  Multiple 

re-codings of the same text by different readers showed initial ambiguity in our 

subcategories of F and E. At this stage many loops back through the earlier steps 

occur. 

 

The problem at hand is that substantial variation in interpretation is present (as 

predicted by Reader Oriented Theory), however Content Analysis requires 

conformity to ensure reliability.  A practical solution to this dilemma is to specify 

coding rules with such extreme rigor and specificity that the rules define a particular 

kind of theoretical reader whom selected expert actual readers are able to closely 

emulate.  Naturally this is difficult, since the actual readers still need to be able to 

develop and consistently display sensitivity to a range of textual features that they 
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might not ordinarily notice.  Nonetheless, we have defined categories and associated 

rules for coding our four categories for a kind of theoretical reader whom we are 

terming a ̀ Universal Reader’.  Whilst the definition of ̀ Universal Reader’ is precisely  

 

 

 

a reader who understands and codes texts according to the rules, the name is intended 

to also be evocative of a characterisation of such a reader.  The word `Universal’ is  

used in the sense of `all-encompassing’ here, and not in the sense of `typical’.  This 

`Universal Reader’ is extremely accomplished and aware, with a set of sensitivities 

that are the imagined union of those of many different highly accomplished and 

sensitive readers.  For instance the `Universal Reader’ is mathematically expert, with 

a reader-centred approach to understanding text, and an acute awareness of emotional 

cues both potentially negative and positive.     

 

Having once defined a ̀ Universal Reader’, we have within this the seeds of many other 

kinds of readers, obtained by turning `off’ and `on’ different combinations of rules 

(hence their corresponding textual sensitivities).   In particular, another type of reader 

whom we call `Technical Content Focused’ sees only technical mathematical text: this 

reader is highly competent in the Mathematics and happily scans Theorems and 

Proofs, but ignores examples and other forms of explanation.   

 

3.4 Outputting successful models 

 

5) At this stage in FENS (Universal version and Technical Content Focused 

version) we have what appears to be a complete model of `terrain’, which we 

recall is the proportion and arrangement of functionality within the text. 

Furthermore the FENS can be pictured in diagrams such as those upcoming in 

the following `Results’ section. 

 

The following are some examples of Coding Categories in the Universal FENS 

model. For the purpose of exposition, some categories have been combined. In 

the actual coded model, 74 distinct categories exist.  

 

Coding Categories in Facts: 

 Technical mathematical facts in the forms of Definitions, Theorems and 

the like, or inline in the text 

 Mathematical cultural values, epistemological facts, facts about tool 

use, facts about applications, and historical facts 

 Facts about the book, including `roadmaps’ to its use 

 

Coding Categories in Explanation: 

 Proofs of technical mathematical facts 

 Other plausibility-arguments re. technical mathematical facts  

 Explanations of the meaning of facts 

 Descriptions how to carry out mathematical procedures 
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 Statements why facts/values are important  

 

 

 

 

Coding Categories in Notation: 

 Inline mathematical notation such as set membership, etc. 

 Displayed mathematical notation such as large equations, etc 

 

Coding Categories in Sign-posting: 

 Usage of words such as `Definition’, `Theorem’, `Proof’, `Exercise’, 

and blocks of text demarcated by these words. 

 Usage of high-lighted text, such as boldface and italic. 

 Text in framed boxes; or footnotes, or text in margins. 

 Diagrams/artworks and captions 

 Headings and subheadings. 

 

4. Actualising the Methodology 
 

As `proof of concept’, approximately 100 lines of each of the four texts discussed 

in Step 1(a) of Methodology has been coded.  In practice this has been accomplished 

by copying the lines into an Excel file. Each line corresponds to a single sentence, or to 

a stand-alone phrase such as a Chapter heading. The 74 coding categories are each 

assigned columns in the Excel file, and the coder puts a `1’ in a given column, if the 

sentence/line in that row exhibits that category.  In this `proof of concept’ stage, only 

one coder has coded the text, however it has been spot-checked by a second coder, with 

high agreement found.  

5. Results 
 

The terrain of the text-segments from the four books can be visualised as below in 

Figure 2.   The graphs on the left show the cumulative proportions of text (weighted by 

word-count in each line) in each of the categories Facts, Explanation, Notation and 

Sign-posting.  As may be seen by the graphs, 100 lines is enough to get the general idea 

of the terrain, but not yet enough to say definitely that the sequences have converged.  

In most of the pictures, a slight change in slope is evident in the part of the graphs 

indicating the last 10 or so lines: this is expected as these last few lines correspond to 

`Exercises’, which have a slightly different character to the rest of the body of the text. 

 

Some unexpected results are evident even in this initial challenging of the model 

with data.  For instance, for a Universal reader, nearly every line of every text contains 

some Facts.  Facts are the most prevalent category of all of the 100-line segments of all 

of the texts, and we expect this trend to continue for larger samples in future work.  

Explanation is very often the second-most common category, with very substantial 

overlap with Facts.  Sentences that contain Mathematical notation are much more 

common than we expected based on flipping through the books.  On the other hand, 
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text that is signposted is overall much less common, proportionally, than we initially 

expected. Intriguingly, also, in some of the texts (Axler and Maurya), explanation 

appears to closely track notation, whereas in other texts sampled, this is not the case.  

We posit that Axler and Maurya (in the samples coded) either explain notation more, 

or use notation in explanation more, than in the other samples. 

    

               

 
 

Figure 2: FENS: Universal reader for four books sample  
 

The other surprising result is the amount of difference evident between a 

Universal Reader’s terrain, and a Technical Content Focused Reader's terrain.  As we 

see in Figure 3, the terrain dramatically changes with this focus.  Facts no longer hug 

the top boundary, and various categories seem more correlated. 
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Figure 3: FENS: Compare Universal reader and Technical content Focused reader  
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7. Conclusion 

Terrain appears to be a fruitful concept in understanding significant differences 

between different Abstract Algebra textbooks, and FENS is a model thereof that shows 

promise in elucidating new ways of looking at the diversity of Abstract Algebra 

textbooks. The diversity indicated by preliminary coding of just four books shows 

significant diversity and interest.  Future work may further validate the model, and 

relate the differences between books that it illuminates to the needs of teaching and 

learning in the area. 

  

The general approach appears to be quite rich in possibilities that naturally relate to 

teaching and learning goals.  For instance, other very different models of `terrain’ 

would be possible.  For instance instead of Facts and Explanations, etc., one might 

decide to model functionality in terms of implementation of a pedagogical philosophy 

as functionality, and find oneself categorizing in terms of variables such as `Discovery 

mode’, `Socratic Method’ and `Transmission Philosophy’; and create a new and 

different model of the same `terrain’ concept, which is still useful for visualising books 

and their usefulness for teaching and learning. 
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